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Abstract: Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) consist of a set of mobile hosts that can communicate

with each other without the assistance of base stations. MANETs are heterogeneous mix of different

wireless and mobile devices, ranging from little hand-held devices to laptops. In MANETs, the high

mobility of mobile nodes is a major reason for link failures. In this paper, we propose a Stable

Weight-Based on-demand Reliable Routing Method (WBRR) for MANETs. This method incorporates

features that enhance routing reliability, defined as the ability to increase packet delivery rate and uses

the weight-based route strategy to select a stable route in order to enhance system performance. We

assume some parameter that affected the quality of service like residue power, link stability between

two node, error count and hop count. Experimental results show that the proposed WBRR outperforms

than DSR especially in the high mobility environment.
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INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc networks are among the fastest growing areas in networking research. They are best suited

for applications in environments where fixed infrastructures are unavailable or unfeasible. Examples of such

applications are communication in remote or hostile environments, management of emergencies, and disaster

recovery (Charles, 2003), (Camp et al., 2003).

Mobile ad hoc networks are a heterogeneous mix of different wireless and mobile devices, ranging from

little hand-held devices to laptops. Such devices rely on on-board batteries for energy supply; hence energy

efficiency of mobiles is an important issue (Su and Gerla, 1999). The effect of battery depletion is similar to

a crash fault, from which the mobile may or may not recover depending on the availability of battery

replacement /recharge.

Ad hoc networks implement a distributed cooperation environment, based on a P2P paradigm. Given the

limited range of wireless communication, the network is generally multi hop, since direct communication

between mobiles is generally not available. For this reason, a distributed routing protocol is required in order

to provide communication between arbitrary pairs of nodes. A major problem arises from the mobility of nodes

causing the network topology to be variable and to some extent unpredictable. In fact, linkage break probability

of nodes will be high, when stability of routing path is not considered. Best criteria’s that are used for

reliability in routing are:

•Route Expiration Time

•Residue Energy

•Error Count

•Hop Count

These criteria give us weight of the path. Procedures of path discovery usually find several path from

source node to destination node then select path with maximum weight path as optimal path.

In this paper, we aim at how to enhance the stability of the network. We propose a weight-based on

demand reliable routing method (WBRR) to achieve this objective. The proposed scheme uses the weight-based

route strategy to select a reliable route in order to enhance system performance.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the on-demand routing

method. In Section 3, we propose our weight based on-demand reliable routing method. Experimental results

are given in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 5.

Related Work:

In recent years, many routing protocols have been proposed for MANETs. We first review key routing

protocols in MANETs in three broad categories: proactive routing protocols, reactive routing protocols, and

locationbased routing protocols.

In proactive routing protocols (Dube et al., 1997; Murthy, 1995; Murthy, 1996; Pei et al., 2000; Perkins

and Bhagwat, 1994). each node must maintain path information from each node to the destination node and

update its routing table entries periodically. The advantage of proactive protocols is that when a route is

needed, it is always available. They are also called table driven protocols because routes are available as part

of awell-maintained table. Although the optimal path can be found whenever a source node issues a request

to communicate with another node, the proactive protocol has a lot of overhead when stale route entries are

uploaded. There are many proactive routing protocols, such as destination sequenced distance vector DSDV)

(Boukerche and Rogers, 2001), wireless routing protocol (WRP) (Murthy, 1995), clusterhead gateway switch

routing (CGSR) (Pei et al., 2000), fisheye state routing (FSR) (Pei et al., 2000), and optimized link state

routing (OLSR) (Dube et al., 1997).

In reactive routing protocols (Aggelou and Tafazolli, 1999; Dube et al., 1997; Murth, 1995; Park and

Corson, 1997; Perkins and Royer, 1999; Toh, 1996) mobilenodes maintain path information for destinations

only when they need to contact the source node or relay packets. The source node will issue a search packet

and transmit the packet using the flooding technique to look for the destination node. This flooding technique

will consume a large amount of time because of many redundant retransmissions. As a result, the reactive

protocol spends more time establishing a routing path than the proactive protocol in MANET. Although the

shortest communication path can be constructed, a very large amount of search packets exist to find a routing

path. There are also many reactive routing protocols, such as ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV)

(Perkins and Royer, 1999). dynamic source routing (DSR) (Johnson and Maltz, 1996). temporally order routing

algorithm (TORA) (Park and Corson, 1997). associativity-based routing (ABR) (Toh and 1996). signal stability-

based adaptive (SSA) (Dube et al., 199). and relative distance microdiscovery ad hoc routing (RDMAR)

(Aggelou and Tafazolli, 1999).

In location-based protocols (Boukerehe and Rogers, 2001; Ko and Vaidya, 2000; Liao et al., 2001; Mario

and Lu, 1999), some routing protocols have been proposed which uses GPS. It is assumed that a mobile node

knows its current physical location, and such location information can be exploited to facilitate routing. These

protocols that have been proposed are based on a geographic model. Recent examples of this approach are GPS

zone routing protocol (GZRP) (Boukerche and Rogers, 2001) location-aided routing (LAR) (Ko and Vaidya,

2000), fully location-aware routing protocol (GRID) (Liao et al., 2001), and zone-based hierarchical link state

(ZHLS) (Mario and Lu, 1999).

There have been many efforts given to designing reliable routing protocols [25,27,28,29,30,31]. A reliable

path has more reliability than a command path. Because a reliable path can reduce control packets and

eliminate delay time, it can increase the utilization of bandwidth in MANETs. There are many protocols that

improve upon the original protocol to get more reliable routing paths (Ken et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2001).

Other protocols obtain stable paths in IP network (Pu et al., 2001; Sonal et al., 2002).

In this section, we briefly introduce DSR, most general on-demand routing protocols (Perkins and Royer,

1999). DSR is an on-demand routing protocol based on source routing. In DSR, mobile nodes are required to

maintain route caches that contain the source routes of which the mobile is aware. Entries in the route cache

are continually updated as new routes are learned. An important criterion in this algorithm is shortest path

between source and destination. In the other hand minimum number of Hop between source and destination

is important. Although shortest path may be have minimum durability.

Reliable Weight-based On-demand Routing Method:

In this paper, we propose a reliable weight-based on demand routing method for MANETs. The goal of

this work is to improve reliability routing quality in MANETs by using the available information of the

network. The basic idea is to select a reliable routing path for routing to reduce the routing overhead; packet

loss and optimal using of paths witch have enough power or energy.

Before introducing the proposed routing protocol, we define some parameters as follows:
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1- Node Remaining Energy: In this parameter requested energy for complete sending of file or data before

transfer, according to its size is calculated. All data packets are moved from optimal path that has enough

energy for sending all of packets. In reliable path selecting, must consider the estimation of total energy for

sending all of packet.

2- Route Expiration Time (RET) : The RET is the minimum of the set of link expiration times (LETs)

for the feasible path [2]. The LET represents the duration of time between two nodes. So first we obtain

minimum value of LET in each path and then select the maximum number of RET witch represents the more

reliable routing path.

  (1)

Thus, the RET is the maximum value among LETs of the feasible path.

3- Error Count (EC): The EC is the maximum value between set of node error counts (linkage break and

node failure) for the feasible path. The smaller EC represents the more reliable routing path.

4- Hop Count (HC): The HC is the number of hops for the feasible path. The smaller HC presents the

more reliable and less cost of routing path.

Route Discovery:

The proposed WBRR is an on-demand routing protocol and the route discovery process is similar to that

of the DSR. However, WBRR, when a source node wants to select path to destination it first calculates the

required energy (REQ) for the packets to be sent, then searches for an available path to the destination node

from its own node information table. If the source node does not have an available path that can meet the

energy constraint with maximum RET, minimum HC and EC, in this case it put REQe (minimum energy that

nodes needed for sending whole of file) in route request packet and then initiates a route discovery procedure

by sending the RREQ message to its neighbor nodes. If remaining energy of intermediate node is greater than

requested energy for sending of  file or data then the node automatically is selected and calculate LET and

EC of a link if value of Calculated LET is smaller than value of pervious link then it is replaced in RREQ

packet else it uses pervious LET. Then intermediate node that has all condition broadcast packets to its

neighborhoods. Reversely if the remaining energy of node is smaller than requested energy for sending data

in RREQ packet, then intermediate node, discard the packet and do not send it to neighborhood nods.

Therefore it prevent from broadcasting of discovery path from this node to its neighbors.

With considering this condition, intermediate node sends route discovery packet along the reverse path to

the source node. Otherwise, the node increments the hop count by one and rebroadcasts the route discovery

packet. Note that a node may receive multiple copies of the same RREQ packet from various neighboring

nodes. When an intermediate node receives a RREQ packet with the same source ID and routing list ID, it

discards the redundant RREQ packet and does not rebroadcast it. When the destination node finds a suitable

path, it sends back a RREP packet to the source node.

When a node receive a RREQ message if it has enough remaining energy for supporting resource after

calculating and changing broadcast packet  to it’s neighbors. This procedure is continued until RREQ packet

find destination node. In other on demand routing algorithm route discovery packet is passed from all

neighborhoods but in our method rout discovery packet is passed only from neighborhood nodes witch have

enough energy for supporting resource, therefore it prevent flooding of unnecessary packet like DSR witch

increase the consuming of energy.

By the time a broadcast packet arrives at a node that can supply a route to the destination node, a reverse

path has been established to the source node of the route request. As the RREP packet travels back to the

source node, each node along the path sets up a forward pointer to the node from which the route reply came,

updates its timeout information for route entries to the source node and the destination node, and records the

latest destination sequence number for the requested destination node.

In our method we use two kind of packet one of them is RREQ packet and another is RREP packet.

• Route request (RREQ) packet format:

For routing and discovering destination node, it broadcast a RREQ packet to all its neighbors. The RREQ

packet format like figure 1.
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Fig. 1: RREQ packet format

• Route Reply packet (RREP) format:

When RREQ packet reaches at the destination node, it calculates all values and select the reverse path that

will be used for packet transfer and then it send RREP packet to source node. RREP packet format like figure

2.

Fig. 2: RREP packet format

Each node keep routing table that has information about routing tab le. This table includes source ID,

destination ID, sequential number, Time-To-Live (TTL) and number of Hops. Figure3 illustrate this

information.

Fig. 3: Routing table information

Main reason for using routing table is to prevent from receiving reiterative packets. If a node receive a

packet with similar destination ID, sequential number and TTL then it will drop the packet. When a node

receives a RREQ packet then according to fields of RREQ packet update its routing table information. If

existent information in routing table and entry packet has same destination ID, which one has a less sequential

number will selected, then routing table will be update. If destination ID of entry packet is not in the table,

entry packet information creates in routing table.

Route Selection:

In this section, we first define the factors of the weight function. Then we introduce the weight function

of proposed method.

The Factors of the Weight Function:

The weight function includes four factors: the route expiration time, residue energy of node, error count

and hop count. We describe the four factors as below;

Route Expiration Time (RET):

The LET can be obtained by the principle that two neighbors in motion will be able to predict future

disconnection time. Such a prediction can be accomplished by the following method (Rappaport, 1995). The

motion parameters of two neighboring nodes can be obtained by using global positioning system (GPS). We

assume a free space propagation model (Rappaport, 1995) in which the signal strength solely depends on the

distance to the transmitter. We also assume that all nodes have their clocks synchronized by using the GPS

clock. If we know the motion parameters of two nodes, we can calculate the duration of time for which these

two nodes remained connected. These parameters include speed, direction, and radio range and can be obtained

from GPS.
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1 2For the sake of simplicity, we assume that nodes n  and n  have equal transmission radius r and that they

1 1 2 2 1 2are initially within hearing range. Let (x , y ) and (x , y ) denote the (x, y) position for node n  and n ,

1 2 respectively. Also, let vi and vj denote their speeds along the directions q  and q respectively. Then the

1 2duration of time between n  and n  is given by the following equation:

  (2)

                            ,           

                            ,            

We can obtain the LET between two nodes in the feasible path by the Equation (2). Then the RET is

equal to the minimum value between set of LETs for the feasible path.

Fig. 4: Route expiration time of each feasible path.

As shown in Figure 4, we suppose there are four feasible paths that are described below.

                                        

                                       

By the Equation (1) and (2), we can compute the RET for each route with the LETs between two nodes

in each feasible route.

                        

                        

                        

                        

•Residue Energy of node

It is assumed that all nodes are equipped with a residual power detection device and know their physical

node position. The packet transmitting energy for a packet can be computed as (Woo and Lee, 2001).

  (3)

sizeWhere Packet  is the data packet size, Ptx is the packet transmitting power, and BW is the wireless link

bandwidth. When a mobile node performs power control during packet transmission, the transmitting energy

for one packet relative to the node distance is given as:
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  (4)

Where k is the proportionality constant, d is the distance between the two neighboring nodes, and á is a

parameter that depends on the physical environment (generally between 2 and 4).

The shorter distance between the transmitter and the receiver, the smaller amount of energy required. At

each node, the total required energy is given by 

  (5)

Where n is the number of packets. The energy required for packet processing (Eproc) is much smaller than

that required for packet transmitting. There is ECD field in RREQ packet that shows node reaming energy and

updated after it was passing the node. Different state which change this field, are:

Each node which receive RREQ packet, compare value of REQ with ECD in its own table, if ECD>=REQ

and the node isn’t destination node then it broadcast packet to all and if ECD<REQ then it doesn’t pass RREQ

and drop it.

Fig. 5: Maximum energy for each feasible path

• Error count (EC):

The error count is used to indicate the number of link failures caused by a mobile node. When an

intermediate node receives a RREQ packet, it compares the error count in the route record of the packet with

the error count in its route cache, and assigns the larger one as the new error count in the packet. The process

continues until the RREQ packet reaches the destination node. The destination node eventually takes record

of the error count values along all feasible routes. As shown in Fig6, the error count was recorded in each

node of the four feasible paths.

• Hop count (HC):

If each intermediate host has a larger roaming area, and the MANET has many nodes (and hops), then

a feasible path with less hop is the preferred choice.

Fig. 6: Error count of each feasible path
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At figure 1 the destination node D knows the HC value of the four feasible paths via the hop count in

the RREQ packet. As shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7: Hop count of each feasible path.

Route weight function:

The reliability for a feasible path is based upon four items: the route expiration time, the error count, the

hop count and node remaining energy at the path is another important parameter. Based on the preceding

discussions, the weight function is defined as an empirical mean value

  (6)

1 2 3 4C , C , C  and C  are the values which can be chosen according to the system needs. For example, route

1 3expiration time is very important in MANETs, thus the weight of C  factor can be made larger. C  factor

related to path error and reduce the weight of path so it is one of the important negative factor in our equation.

The flexibility of changing the factors helps to select routing path. Larger both route expiration time (RET)

and node energy (ECD) and so on both lower error count (EC) and hop count (HC) represent higher reliability.

  (7)

By using equation (6) and consider equation (7)

                   ,             ,             ,
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Path 4 is the most stable route (the route with the largest weight value). Therefore, we select Path 4 as

the data transmission route.

Experimental Results:

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed WBRR with DSR. First we made some

assumptions on the parameters of the system architecture in the simulations. The simulation modeled a network

in a 1000 m*1000 m area with 120 mobile nodes. The radio transmission range was assumed to be 100 m.

The speed of each mobile node was assumed to be 15 m/s. The random waypoint mobility model was

employed. Each node randomly selects a position and moves toward that location with a speed between the

minimum and the maximum speed. Once it arrives at that position, it stays for a predefined time e.g. 2 second

(pause time). After that time, it re-selects a new position and repeats the process.

Simulation shows the packet delivery ratio of proposed method and DSR with different mobility speeds.

The packet delivery ratio is the ratio of the number of data packets received by the destination to the number

of data packets transmitted by the corresponding source. We can observe that proposed method transmits and

receives more data packets than DSR.

Packet Delivery Rate :

According to figure 8 with speed zero (nodes are fixed) both algorithm have maximum packet delivery.

Fig. 8: Packet Delivery Rate

Packets End to End delay:

According to figure 9 with speed zero of nodes (nodes are fixed) and DSR algorithm uses shortest path

for reaching at destination packet delay in DSR are less than WBRR and this condition is continued until

speed of nodes are increased so linkage break in DSR algorithm increased and source node send route discover

packet for selecting path to transfer data. 

Fig. 9: Packets End to End delay

DSR algorithm does not control the path so it is only select shortest path and could not select path with

high reliability. When speed of nodes is increased, links are broken and therefore packet delivery rate is

decreased. However, in WBRR according to high reliability of path packet delivery rate 10-15% increased.
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Because of increasing linkage break in DSR, it lose lots of time but in WBRR data are transferred through

reliable path and linkage break probability are less than DSR and path repair is quickly by using GPS and path

maintenance algorithm, for that reason End to End delay in WBRR is 8-12% less than DSR.

Conclusion:

In this paper, we propose a routing algorithm with high stability this method selects a stable routing path

by maximizing the weight among the feasible paths. The route selection is based on the weight value of each

feasible path. In a feasible path, the less weight value represents less reliability. It also represents higher

mobility of each node in the path. Experimental results show that the proposed WBRR method outperforms

DSR especially in the high mobility environment.
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